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We investigate tile four-jet production processes e+e- ~ qqgg and e+e - --, qElqC t in lowest order QCD perturbation theo- 
ry. We estimate that four-jet events should be detectable at a rate of about 5% at the highest PETRA energy. The acopla- 
narity distribution is calculated and compared to nonperturbative effects. 

There is increasing evidence that quantum chromo- 
dynamics (QCD), the gauge theory of  coloured quarks 
and gluons, is the underlying theory of  the strong in- 
teractions. However, QCD is not  yet  a well defined 
theory. The confinement problem, e.g., is still in the 
dark, and we also do not know how to compute the 
hadron spectrum. But there is a large number of  com- 
putable cross sections which can serve as tests and 
applications of  QCD. 

One of  the striking predictions of  QCD is the ex- 
istence of  hadronic jets in e+e - -annihi la t ion resulting 
from the primordial  production of  quarks and gluons 
[1,2].  At moderate energies this means basically a 
two-jet final state coming from the lowest order dia- 
gram e+e - ~ q~ while gluons radiating off  the quark 
and antiquark remain hidden in the nonperturbative 
jet  spread. Experiments at SPEAR [3] and DORIS 
[4] have confirmed this prediction. The angular dis- 
tr ibution of  the jet  axis with respect to the beam di- 
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rection was found to be very close to 1 + cos20 [4,5] 
as one would expect for the production of  a pair of  
point-like spin- l /2  particles. 

Quarks and gluons are expected to materialize as 
jets in which the particles have limited transverse mo- 

mentum (PT)nonpert ~ 0.3 GeV. In contrast to this 
the mean transverse momentum of  a bremsstrahlung 
gluon (with respect to the jet  axis) grows with in- 
creasing energy like (p2) ~ ~2/lnq_2 [ 6 - 1 0 ] .  There- 
fore the production of  quarks and gluons becomes 
visible at high enough energy as final states contain- 
ing three or more jets. This is perhaps the most direct 
way to "de tec t"  quarks and gluons and their interac- 
tions at short distances. QCD predictions for three-jet 
final states have been given in detail in the literature 
[ 6 - 1 2 ] .  One can estimate that three-jet events will 
be detectable at a rate , i  o f  10-20% at q2 ~> 20 GeV. 
This is plenty to "unveil" the gluon. 

QCD shows its full gauge structure, however, only 
in second or higher order perturbat ion theory (order 
~> c~s 2) where the triple-gluon coupling comes in. In 

- f 0 . 9  #I E.g., 001 0.66 (do/dT)dT~ 0.15 at 20 GeV, cf. refs. [9] 
and [12]. 
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Fig. 1. Tree diagrams for four-jet production: (a) qqgg and 
(b) qqqq. 

second order we will be led to four-jet final states. 
We shall argue in this letter ,z that four-jet events 
are detectable at the upper PETRA energy. This will 
be an interesting test of  perturbative QCD. 

a 2 the four-jet cross section is given by To order 
the two sets of  diagrams shown in fig. 1 correspond- 
ing to the final (jet) states 

+ - -  

e e -+ q(px)Ct(P2)g(p3)g(p4), (1) 

and 
- b  - -  

e e ~ q(pl)Ct(P2)q(p3)~(p4). (2) 

Four-jet events stand out against two- and three-jet 
final states by having a nonvanishing acoplanarity A 
[9]. Thus do/dA is the canonical quanti ty to analyse 
as it allows one to cut off  the dominant two- and 

4-2 A detailed discussion of the physics of four-jet final states 
will be presented elsewhere [14]. 

three-jet events experimentally. 
Since hadrons come out as jets with finite PT it 

will only make sense to talk about four-jet final states 
if the angle between either two jet  momenta  Pi, PI 
(i 4=/') is larger than the nonperturbative jet  spread. 
This is equivalent to requiring that in do/dA the aco- 
planarity is larger than [9] 

A / >  (A)nonper t = (16/rr2q2)(n)2(p2)nonpert, (3) 

where (n) is the mean multiplicity.  Condition (3) is 
sufficient to avoid the infrared singularities associated 
with collinear emission of  quarks, antiquarks and 
gluons, which appear at A = 0. We find [14] 

do/dA I A -+ 0 ~ A - 1 Iln A 13 , (4) 

for the leading singularity. Thus we shall be concen- 
trating on do/dA. 

The trace calculations have been done using 
REDUCE [15]. The subsequent integration over 
quark, antiquark and gluon momenta  involves a six- 
dimensional integral which has been performed using 
a Monte Carlo program. 

In fig. 2 we show the A-distr ibution normalized 
to the zeroth order cross section o 0 = 4rra2X a Q2/q2 
for (q2)1/2 = 40 GeV. Since the q2-dependence of  
ooldo/dA is determined by a2(q 2) the result can 
easily be extrapolated to other energies by the known 
q2-dependence of  as(q 2) where 

as(q2 ) = 127r/((33 - 2F) ln  (q2/A2)). (5) 

We take F = 5 and A = 0.5 GeV. Note that the non- 
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Fig. 2. do/dA normalized to oo for four-jet production. 
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Fig. 3. Average acoplanarity. Full line: perturbative (A); dot- 
ted line: nonperturbative (A). 

perturbative A-dis t r ibut ion  shrinks as In2q2/q 2 where- 

as the perturbat ive QCD dis t r ibut ion does not .  Al- 
ready at this energy ((q2)1/2 = 40 GeV) a significant 

fraction of  events lies outside the nonper turba t ive  

A-regime which is characterized by  (A)nonper t = 
0.007 +3. Such large A events signal the onset  of  or- 

der o~ 2 perturbat ive QCD effects. 
$ 

In fig. 3 we show the average A defined by  

= f dA A(do/dA)/(aO(1 + o~s/Tr)) , (6) 

where we have used the cross section up to first or- 

der in as, i.e. o 1 = a0(1 + as/rr ) in the denomina to r  
of  eq. (6). For  comparison we have also included the 

(A)nonper t as given by  eq. (3) with the replacement  
(n) ~ ( n - 2 )  ,3 .  One should be careful in the inter- 
pretat ion of  (A) as calculated from eq. (6) in that  use 
of the second order QCD differential  cross section 
formula is extended to the very small A region where 
finite order per turba t ion  theory is k n o wn  to break 
down. Al though the m o m e n t  integral in eq. (6) is for- 
mally finite the use of  the divergent perturbat ive ex- 

pression do/dA ~ IlnA 13/Z in the small A region leads 
to an overestimate o f A .  It would therefore be more 
appropriate physically to define an average A in an 
interval excluding the small A region. In this vein the 
average A in fig. 3 should rather be interpreted as 
providing an upper  b o u n d  of  (A) in perturbat ive QCD. 
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Fig. 4. Total four-jet cross section normalized to ao as a func- 
tion of the acoplanarity cut-offA c. Ratio of o(4-jet) to 
o(3-jet) as a function ofA c. The three-jet cross section is cut 
off at T c = 0.9. 

The cross-over of  (A)4.je t with (A)nonper t occurs at 
(q2)1/2 = 15 GeV. This cross-over will be shifted to 
higher center-of-mass energies when  one takes into 
account  the cut on the four-jet cross section. One al- 

so should notice that  (A)nonper t is no t  wi thout  am- 
biguities due to uncertaint ies  in the exper imental  val- 

ues of  (PT)nonpert and (n). Fur thermore  exper imental  
measurements  of  (A) include also acoplanari ty  effects 
originating from weak decays. 

The total  four-jet cross section is no t  defined due 
to the A -+ 0 singularity in eq. (4) ,4 .  In t roduc ing  a 

cu t -of fA c one can calculate a cut-off-dependent  
four-jet cross section o(Ac) which we show in fig. 4 
for (q2)1/2 = 40 GeV , s .  Again the energy dependence 
of O(Ac) is given by  a2(q2) .  

Using a cut-off  e r A  c = 0.05 we have calculated 
the fraction of  (q~q~) j e t  events in the total  four-jet 
rate. We obta in  

o(q~q~)/o(4-jet)  = 0.08,  (7) 

which means that  most  o f  the four-jet events consist 
of  two-gluon jets in addi t ion to the q u a r k - a n t i q u a r k  
jets. We find that the ratio (7) is only  midly cut-off  
dependent .  

,3 In order to incorporate nonasymptotic effects we use 
(n-2) in eq. (3) rather than (n) since at least two particles 
lie in the acoplanarity plane and therefore do not con- 
tribute to the acoplanarity. Furthermore we have assumed 
(n) = (3/2) (2 + 0.7 lnq 2) and (pT > = 0.3 GeV. 

~4 Of course, the order C~s 2 correction (jets and loops) to the 
total cross section is finite. 

,s  The acoplanarity cut is sufficient to cut off the infrared 
region, but of course, is not necessary. Sufficient and nec- 
essary cuts are discussed in ref. [14]. 
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We also show in fig. 4 the ratio of four-jet to three- 
jet production at (q2)1/2 = 40 GeV as a function of 

Ac, where the three-jet cross section is calculated 

with a thrust cut-off at T c -- 0.9. We see that this ra- 
tio is appreciable if the A cut-off on e(4-jet) is not 

chosen too large. On the other hand the A and T cut- 
offs cannot be chosen too small in order to retain the 
applicability of perturbative QCD. For the three jets 
we have taken the cut-off at T = 0.9 in order to have 

C 

a reasonable ratio of o(3-jet) to Oto t (see footnote 2). 
In order to obtain a similar ratio of e(4-jet) to o(3-jet) 
the cut-off for A in o(4-jet) isA c = 0.05. 

In conclusion we find that o(4-jet) with a reagon- 

able cut-off is about 5% of the total cross section and 
might be measurable at highest PETRA and PEP ener- 
gies. o(qElq O is only a small fraction of o(4-jet). An 
experimental study of the acoplanarity distribution 
do/dA should serve as an additional important check 
on higher order QCD corrections. 
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